
Clas Stenstrom

Email:clas.stenstrom@inbox.com

Phone +33 06 14 83 20 33

29 BD Jules Ferry, 75011 Paris

Dear Sir/Madam

I am writing to you in the hope of a possibility of collaborating with you on translation work.

I am currently working at Kantar Media in Paris, where I write press reviews for among others 
the European Central Bank, Ericsson and Toyota. The job involves gathering information from 
Scandinavian,  French  and  British  press,  and  to  compile  the  information  in  the  form  of  
summaries in English. It is a job that requires speed and accuracy.

I´m a fast reader and I think I have achieved an ability to deal with large amounts of material 
rather quickly,  when needed. Having studied a wide variety of subjects,  including political 
economy, philosophy, literature, film and Chinese, I feel that I easily and quickly can grasp 
different topics. 

My native language is Swedish, but I have also spent time in England, where I have studied on 
university  level.  Paris  has  been  my home  for  the  past  two  years.  I  am taking  courses  in  
Chinese, hoping to become fluent enough to be able to at some point work there or be involved  
in something related to China.

Previous work experiences include free-lance assignments for Swedish newspapers, as well as 
a  position  at  a  Swedish  company  providing  computer  systems  for  hospitals  and  medical 
centers. At this company, I was responsible for the handling of new customers, and as such it  
has  been  vital  that  I  could  make  sure  every  client  was  provided  with  exactly  what  was 
required within strict deadlines. 

My language pairs:

English -> Swedish

French -> Swedish

French -> English

Swedish -> English

I flexible in terms of fee per word, but €10-0.12 per word seems reasonable, depending on the 
nature of the material.

Below you will find a brief CV. 

Best Regards

Clas Stenstrom

     Job Application: 
         translator



Year of birth: 1984
Place of birth: Sweden
Languages spoken: Swedish, English, French
To a lesser degree: German, Chinese

Working experience
 Oct 2009 Reader/Editor at Kantar Media , Paris.

 -June 2009 Responsible for the reception of new customers, Medrave AB, 
Sweden

 Sporadically Free-lance journalist at various Swedish newspapers.
(Varlden Idag, Svenska Dagbladet, Norrköping Tidningar).

 Sep 2005- Backstage personnel, John Doe Associations, 
Dec 2005 London

 Sep 2005- Waiter, Sumosan Restaurant, 
Dec 2005 Mayfair, London

 June 2005- Barman, Le Paradis, 
Aug 2005 Nice, France

 Sep 2004- Scriptwriter and actor  with the  6/f RF Theatre Company, 
appearing at The
Dec 2004 Fringe Club, Hong Kong.

Education

 -June 2009 -Literature and Film, Stockholm University, Sweden.
-Mandarin Chinese at Lunds University, Sweden.

 Sep-2006 -Mandarin Chinese at Lund University, Sweden
May-2007

 June 2006: -Cambridge Celta Certificate at St: George´s institute, London

 Aug 2005 – -Philosophy studies at Diploma level, Metropolitan university, 
London.
Juni 2006 

 Jan 2005- -French studies at Uppsala University, Sweden.
June 2005 

 Jan2004- -French language and society, La Sorbonne, Paris.
May 2004 
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